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Chirality represents a kind of symmetry breaking characterized by the noncoincidence of an object with
its mirror image and has been attracting intense attention in a broad range of scientific areas. The recent
realization of spin-orbit coupling in ultracold atomic gases provides a new perspective to study quantum
states with chirality. In this Letter, we demonstrate that the combined effects of spin-orbit coupling and
interatomic soft-core long-range interaction can induce an exotic supersolid phase in which the chiral
symmetry is broken with spontaneous emergence of circulating particle current. This implies that a finite
angular momentum can be generated with neither rotation nor effective magnetic field. The direction of
the angular momentum can be altered by adjusting the strength of spin-orbit coupling or interatomic
interaction. The predicted chiral supersolid phase can be experimentally observed in Rydberg-dressed
Bose-Einstein condensates with spin-orbit coupling.
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Introduction.—Chirality is a universal and fascinating
phenomenon in nature [1,2]. Exploring and investigating
new states of matter with chirality is a prominent subject in
physics and can light the way to a deeper understanding of
nature and provide clues for designing novel functional
materials. The recent discovery of exotic chiral matter
involving chiral superconductors [3], chiral electrons [4],
chiral domain walls [5–7], and chiral Skyrmions [8] has
attracted extensive interest of physicists. In many of these
systems, the existence of spin-orbit (SO) coupling plays an
important role in the symmetry breaking of chirality.
Recent experimental realization of SO coupling in ultracold
quantum gases [9–13] provides a highly controllable plat-
form for the study of chirality [14,15].
Even though there are plenty of studies of SO coupling,

most existing works focus only on hard-core systems,
where the interatomic interaction is manifested as zero-
range contact [16–24] or long-range dipolar potentials
[25–27]. However, soft-core interaction can also be realized
in Bose gases with Rydberg dressing technology [28–30].
The essential difference between the hard-core and soft-
core interactions is the behavior of potential when two
atoms are brought to close distance. For the hard-core
case, the interaction tends to infinity, while for soft-core
systems, the interaction potential tends to a finite value.
Previous investigations [31,32] suggested that the soft-core
long-range interaction can induce a spontaneous super-
solid, which is a long-sought exotic phase that behaves

simultaneously as a solid and a friction-free superfluid
[33–37]. With the new ingredient of SO coupling, an
intriguing question is, can we have a supersolid phase
with chiral symmetry breaking in a Bose gas with soft-core
long-range interactions?
In this Letter, we investigate the ground-state quantum

phases of Bose gases with SO coupling and soft-core
long-range interactions. A surprising finding is that the
combined effects of SO coupling and soft-core long-
range interaction can lead to a chiral supersolid in which
spontaneous circulation of particles emerges in each unit
cell. This implies that a finite angular momentum is
generated by the chirality imposed by SO coupling, which
is in stark contrast to the general expectation that the
ground state of a many-body system cannot possess finite
total angular momentum [38,39] and also goes beyond
the traditional means of yielding angular momentum by
external rotation [40,41] or synthetic magnetic fields [42].
The direction of the angular momentum is associated
with the form of phase separation and can be altered by
adjusting the strength of SO coupling or interatomic
interaction. In addition, it is revealed that the Rashba
and Dresselhaus SO couplings lead to opposite chiralities
of the particle currents.
Model.—We consider a homogeneous two-dimensional

SO-coupled Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with soft-
core long-range interactions. The Hamiltonian reads in the
Gross-Pitaevskii mean-field approximation as
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where the spinor order parameter Ψ ¼ ½Ψ↑ðrÞ;Ψ↓ðrÞ�⊤
with r ¼ ðx; yÞ and is normalized to satisfy

R
drΨ†Ψ ¼ N.

The SO coupling term can be written as VSO ¼
−iℏκðσx∂x � σy∂yÞ, where σx;y are the Pauli matrices,
and κ denotes the SO coupling strength. Here, the sign
“�” distinguishes the types of SO couplings as Rashba for
“þ” and Dresselhaus for “−”. The strength of the contact
interaction is characterized by gij, and here we focus on
the SU(2) symmetric case with g ¼ g↑↑ ¼ g↓↓ ¼ g↑↓. The
effective potential describing the soft-core long-range

interaction is written as UijðrÞ ¼ C̃ðijÞ
6 =ðR6

c þ jrj6Þ, where
C̃ðijÞ
6 characterizes the interaction strength and Rc repre-

sents the blockade radius [29].
The experimental realization of the model Hamiltonian

in Eq. (1) may be achieved with the (5S1=2, F ¼ 1) ground
electronic manifold of 87Rb atoms, where two of the
hyperfine states jF ¼ 1; mF ¼ −1i and jF ¼ 1; mF ¼ 0i
are chosen to simulate the spin-up j↑i and spin-down j↓i
components, respectively [43]. While the contact interac-
tion exists naturally, the soft-core long-range interaction
can be artificially created by using the Rydberg dressing
technique, where the ground-state atoms are weakly
coupled to a highly excited Rydberg state by an off-
resonant two-photon process [28–30]. The soft-core long-
range interaction strengths C̃ðijÞ

6 and blockade radius Rc

depend on the two-photon Rabi frequency and detuning
and can be tuned within a wide range in an experimentally
accessible region [43]. The Rashba and Dresselhaus SO
coupling may be created by modulating the gradient
magnetic field [49–51] or Raman laser dressing [56].
The two-dimensional geometry can be realized by impos-
ing a strong harmonic potential VðzÞ ¼ Mω2

zz2=2 along
the axial direction with the characteristic length ahz ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏ=Mωz

p
≪ Rc, in which case, the effective contact

interaction strength is given by gij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
8π

p ðℏ2=MÞ
ðaij=ahzÞ with aij being the s-wave scattering length [57].
Chiral supersolid.—The many-body ground states can

be obtained by numerically minimizing the Hamiltonian
functional given by Eq. (1) [43]. In the case without SO
coupling, it has been known that the soft-core long-range
interactions can induce a supersolid phase with roton-type
mode softening [28,29]. In that case, the Hamiltonian is
symmetric with respect to a chiral operation Ô ¼ K̂, where

K̂ denotes the complex conjugate. The existence of Rashba
or Dresselhaus SO coupling explicitly breaks this chiral
symmetry and leads to an exotic chiral supersolid phase with
each unit cell possessing a clockwise or counterclockwise
circulation of phase as shown in Fig. 1. In this phase, the two
spin components are separated along the radial direction in
each unit cell. The component with weaker intracomponent
interaction always lies in the center surrounded by the
component with opposite spin with stronger intracomponent
interaction. While the phase of the core component is trivial,
there exists a 2π phase gradient along a closed path around
the toroidal component forming a vortex in each unit cell.
A surprising observation is that all the vortices choose the
same direction of circulation, which is distinct from those
observed in an SO-coupled hard-core system, where vortices
and antivortices emerge in pairs [58–65].
To get a physical picture of the emergence of these

aligned vortices, we rewrite the Rashba SO coupling term
HSO ¼ −iℏκ

R
drΨ†ðσx∂x þ σy∂yÞΨ in the polar coordi-

nate ðr;φÞ,
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Z
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drRe
�
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FIG. 1. Chiral supersolid induced by Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling and soft-core long-range interactions. The density and
phase distributions represented, respectively, by brightness and
color are shown in (a) and (b) with the soft-core long-range

interactions C̃ð↑↑Þ
6 N ¼ 2C̃ð↓↓Þ

6 N ¼ 2500ℏ2R4
c=M, and in (c) and

(d) with C̃ð↓↓Þ
6 N ¼ 2C̃ð↑↑Þ

6 N ¼ 2500ℏ2R4
c=M. The directions of

the arrows in the color wheel indicate the elevation of the

respective quantities. Other parameters are fixed at C̃ð↑↓Þ
6 N ¼

1250ℏ2R4
c=M, κ ¼ 4ℏ=MRc, and gN ¼ 1000ℏ2=M. Here, the

soft-core long-range interaction strengths C̃ðijÞ
6 are considered in

an experimentally achievable parameter range [43].
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with Λ0 defining the range of integration within one unit
cell of the supersolid crystalline structure and decompose
the wave function by its density and phase as Ψj ¼ffiffiffiffiffinjp expðiθjÞ. For the core component (denoted by the
subscript “•”), the phase must satisfy ∂θ•=∂φ ¼ 0 to avoid
energy dissipation. In addition, by taking into account the
rotational symmetry and neglecting the radial diffusion, it is
natural to assume ∂nj=∂φ ¼ 0 and ∂θj=∂r ¼ 0. As a result,
we have

HSO ¼ 2κ

Z
Λ0

dr½sinðθ• − θ∘ � φÞ ffiffiffiffiffi
n∘

p ∂r
ffiffiffiffi
n•

p �; ð3Þ

where the subscript “∘” denotes the surrounding toroidal
component, and the sign “�” takes “þ” (“−”) if the core
component is spin-up (spin-down). In order to minimize the
SO coupling energy, it is preferred that

θ• − θ∘ � φ ¼ π

2
þ 2πl; ðl ∈ ZÞ ð4Þ

with θ• a constant. This result indicates that the surrounding
component tends to have a þ2π (−2π) phase gradient if the
core component is spin-up (spin-down), consistent with the
numerical results shown in Fig. 1.
The radial phase separation within a unit cell and the

nontrivial circulation of phase can be regarded as a
topological spin texture. By defining the Bloch vector
s ¼ Ψ†σΨ=jΨj2, which projects the state Ψ onto the
surface of a unit Bloch sphere, we obtain from Eq. (4)
that sx ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − s2z

p
sinφ, sy ¼∓ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 − s2z
p

cosφ, and sz ¼
ðn↑ − n↓Þ=ðn↑ þ n↓Þ. Obviously, by running over a unit
cell, the Bloch vectors cover the Bloch sphere for only
one time. Thus, the chiral supersolid phase shown in Fig. 1
features similar properties as the Skyrmion crystal in
magnetic materials [66–70]. This similarity can be under-
stood from the perfect match of the Rashba-BEC
Hamiltonian to that used in the study of chiral magnets
with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions [14].
The chiral supersolid acquires a spontaneous circulating

particle current within each unit cell. In the hydrodynamic
theory [14,71,72], the mass conservation requires that the
actual particle current in the presence of a gauge potential is
given by

j ¼ ℏ
2Mi

½Ψ†∇Ψ − ð∇Ψ†ÞΨ� − 1

M
Ψ†AΨ; ð5Þ

where the gauge potential is A ¼ −κMðσx; σyÞ for the
Rashba SO coupling, and A ¼ −κMðσx;−σyÞ for the
Dresselhaus SO coupling. While the canonical part (first
term) of the particle current depends on the phase gradient
∇θj, the gauge part (second term) is related to the phase
difference θ• − θ∘. For the Rashba case, according to the
phase relation in Eq. (4), the particle current can be
expressed as

jR ¼ ℏ
M

n∘
r
ê�φ − 2κ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n↑n↓

p
ê�φ; ð6Þ

where the direction êþφ (ê−φ) is counterclockwise (clock-
wise) if the core component is spin-up (spin-down). It can
be found that the canonical and gauge parts of the particle
currents always take opposite circulating directions to
guarantee less energy cost. In particular, for stronger SO
coupling, the gauge part will play a dominant role, and the
direction of the circulating current and the spin orientation
in the vortex core satisfy the left-hand rule [73], as shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) obtained by numerical simulations.
For the Dresselhaus-type SO coupling, a similar analysis as
above leads to a particle current

jD ¼ −
ℏ
M

n∘
r
ê�φ þ 2κ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n↑n↓

p
ê�φ: ð7Þ

Thus, the Dresselhaus SO coupling induces an opposite
chirality of the particle current with that of the Rashba case,
which is verified by numerical simulations as shown in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
The generation of chiral circulating current implies that

their exists a finite angular momentum in the ground state
of the supersolid phase. According to Eq. (6), the angular

FIG. 2. Particle currents j and longitudinal magnetizations Sz
of the spin induced by (a),(b) Rashba spin-orbit coupling and (c),
(d) Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling. The color map and black
arrows represent Sz and j, respectively, where the colors ranging
from blue to red describe the values from the minimum to the
maximum. The parameters used are identical to those in Fig. 1.
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momentum induced by Rashba SO coupling in each unit
cell can be expressed as

lz ¼ �
Z
Λ0

dr½ℏn∘ − 2κM
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n↑n↓

p
r�: ð8Þ

As all vortices circulate in the same direction, the total
angular momentum of the system is nonzero. We empha-
size that such an emergence of finite angular momentum is
a direct consequence of broken chiral symmetry, which is in
stark contrast to the traditional means of yielding angular
momentum by external rotation [40,41] or synthetic mag-
netic fields [42]. In addition, the direction of the angular
momentum is determined by the spin orientation in thevortex
core; thus, it can be altered by changing the relative strength

of the intracomponent interactions C̃ð↑↑Þ
6 and C̃ð↓↓Þ

6 .
The total spin angular momentum Sz is also nonzero in

the chiral supersolid. From numerical simulations, we find
that most of the particles prefer to reside in the vortex core
with weaker intracomponent interaction, leaving fewer
particles in the surrounding ring. For the parameters we
have examined, the surrounding toroidal component con-
stitutes no more than 10% particles in number [74]. In
particular, the population of the toroidal component con-
stitutes about 9.3% in Figs. 1 and 2; thus, the total spin
angular momentum is about Sz ¼ ðℏhσziÞ=2 ≈�0.4Nℏ.
From Fig. 2, we also find that the directions of the total spin
angular momentum and orbital angular momentum are
opposite for the Rashba SO coupling but the same for the
Dresselhaus case.
Phase diagram.—Next, we map out the ground-state

phase diagram as a function of the soft-core long-range
interaction and SO coupling strengths by running code for a
grid of parameter values. In addition to the chiral supersolid
(CSS) phase discussed above, two other types of supersolid
phases named the plane-wave supersolid (PWSS) and the
standing-wave supersolid (SWSS) are discovered as shown
in Fig. 3. In both the PWSS and SWSS phases, the system
renders a translation symmetry breaking to form a crys-
talline structure, as demanded for a supersolid phase. For
the PWSS phase, the local condensate wave function within
each unit cell features a phase modulation along a given
direction [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. For the SWSS phase, the
condensate wave function is characterized by density
modulation and the formation of stripes [Figs. 4(c) and
4(d)]. Note that the local configurations of the PWSS and
SWSS phases are very similar to the plane-wave and stripe
phases discovered in a hard-core Bose system [75–79] and
can be attributed to the competition between intra- and
intercomponent interactions.
We also notice that along the diagonal line in Fig. 3(a)

with C̃ð↑↑Þ
6 ¼ C̃ð↓↓Þ

6 , the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) possesses a
time reversal symmetry T̂ ¼ iσyK̂. This symmetry will be
spontaneously broken in the ground state of a chiral
supersolid, which randomly chooses one from the two
degenerate configurations as shown in Fig. 1.

In the phase diagram of Fig. 3(b), we find another
anomalous chiral supersolid (ACSS) phase. This phase also
features chirality with finite spin and orbital angular
momenta as the CSS phase discussed above. The only
difference here is that the spin component with weaker
intracomponent interaction prefers residing in the sur-
rounding toroidal ring rather than the vortex core. For a
conventional BEC without SO coupling, this form of phase
separation is, in general, energetically unfavorable [80].
In the present case with SO coupling, however, a strong SO
coupling requires a large angular momentum which can be

FIG. 4. Configurations of the (a),(b) PWSS and (c),(d) SWSS
phases. The soft-core long-range interaction strengths are

C̃ð↓↓Þ
6 N ¼ 2200ℏ2R4

c=M for the PWSS phase and C̃ð↓↓Þ
6 N ¼

1875ℏ2R4
c=M for the SWSS phase. Other parameters are

taken as C̃ð↑↑Þ
6 N ¼ 2500ℏ2R4

c=M, C̃ð↑↓Þ
6 N ¼ 1250ℏ2R4

c=M, κ ¼
16ℏ=MRc, and gN ¼ 1000ℏ2=M.

FIG. 3. (a) Phase diagram by varying the soft-core long-range

interaction strengths C̃ð↑↑Þ
6 and C̃ð↓↓Þ

6 . (b) Phase diagram by varying
the Rashba spin-orbit-coupling strength κ and the soft-core long-

range interaction strength C̃ð↓↓Þ
6 . The spin-orbit-coupling strength is

fixed at κ ¼ 4ℏ=MRc in (a), and the soft-core long-range interaction

strength is fixed at C̃ð↑↑Þ
6 N¼2500ℏ2R4

c=M in (b). Other parameters

are taken as C̃ð↑↓Þ
6 N ¼ 1250ℏ2R4

c=M and gN ¼ 1000ℏ2=M.
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more easily accommodated by a ring with a higher number
density. Notice that by tuning through the transition from
the CSS to the ACSS phases with adjusting the SO
coupling strength and the interatomic interaction, one
can change the direction of the angular momentum as
can be read from Eq. (8).
On the phase diagrams Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), there also

exists a spin-polarized superfluid phase if one of the
intracomponent interactions C̃ð↑↑Þ

6 and C̃ð↓↓Þ
6 is very weak.

In this phase, all particles condense at the component with
weaker soft-core long-range interaction, and the density
and phase are uniformly distributed in space.
Conclusion.—In summary, we have investigated the

ground-state phase diagram of spin-orbit-coupled Bose
gases with soft-core long-range interactions. We have
found that the system can stabilize an exotic chiral super-
solid phase, which shows many unique properties: (i) There
exists a spontaneous circulating particle current in each unit
cell; (ii) the system gains a finite angular momentum with
neither rotation nor effective magnetic field, whose direc-
tion can be altered by adjusting the strength of spin-orbit
coupling or interatomic interaction; (iii) in some parameter
regions, the chiral supersolid manifests anomalous behav-
ior of phase separation. All these aspects go beyond our
existing knowledge of generating angular momentum and
phase separation and bring new perspectives on the physics
of spin-orbit coupling and supersolid phenomena.
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